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Hattery 10/6

A game about hats and the magnificent people who wear them.

Introduction

This game is silly, but by no means let that stop you from having fun with it. This document aims to
provide a complete if minimal rpg about, as you guessed by now, hats.

So take a deep breath, get some friends to play a game, grab some 10 sided dice and repeat after
me.

Fezzes are cool!

Character Creation

Because we’re no going to hold your hands. If you don’t know how to rpg, go Google it. I’ll wait. Got it,
yes no, close enough. To play your going to need characters and that is what this section is gonna
provide. Characters in Hattery are pretty simple. So lets get to it.  Characters in this game consist of
rather exactly 7 things. 4 scores, 1 age/max score,  1 defense and some equipment. That's it.

The Scores

The four scores that Hattery uses are:

Hattery -  related to insanity, making hats and at high levels magic.

Class -      related to being classy, hard to fight and not losing your hat. Class also makes you
     a better shot with ranged weaponry.

Swagger - related to how captain jack you are, complete with the swaying and lies. Swagger
     also makes you a better melee fighter, dodging, swaying, and when unexpected,
      punching and  stabbing.

Dapper-    related to how many accessories you can use and how good looking you are.
      Dapper is also used for social interactions.

The Scores are important for two reason. Tasks in this game is resolved by attempting to roll a d10
equal to or under the number of the relevant score.  Each score also gives benefits at rank 2 and 6.
The exact benefits are covered in the next section.

To determine your scores, divide 15 amongst the 4 scores. The Maximum score is 10 and the
minimum is 0.  If you want to determine your scores randomly, you may roll 3d10 and distribute them
to any three scores you please, leaving one score as a 0.



High Score Benefits

Hattery

Benefit Score 2: You can make hats, improvised hats, adjust hats, play around and sell hats. You
may even eventually become the proprietor of a fine haberdashery with a healthy interest in hats if
you keep up the good work. Adjust hats, gives you an opportunity to change a hats power. Any
change is temporary and requires a successful hattery check.   Making or improvising hats can also
be done, however the powers of the hats in question is up to the gm.

Benefit Score 6: You’re not only a master hat maker, you’ve begun to sojourn into the world of magic.
Tantalizing formulas roll before your eyes in your mercury induced hazes. You’ve learned hat magic.
In addition to a hat’s normal power, you may also perform any magic trick you please with it (with a
successful hattery check) that you could conceivably do with a magic hat.  The most common tricks
are pulling out items of your hat, using your hat as invisible storage only a hatter can get access to
and even sending messages by hat.

Class

Benefit Score 2: Your a classy fellow, and ruffians think twice in the face of your steely demeanor and
calm reserve. You increase the Armor Class of anyone your fighting by 2 to a maximum of 10. In
addition you can make use of fisticuffs, making melee attacks that don’t involve an edged weapon
using your class instead of your swagger.

Benefit Score 6: Although the world may accost you, you never leave your hat. If your hat is knocked
off in combat (normally fatal to one’s worldly image) you may reclaim and reseat your chapeaux with
a minimum of fuss. You may automatically return your hat to your head  if it was knocked off once per
fight.

Swagger

Benefit Score 2: You know the angle of your cap has as much to do with impressing others as
anything, and you make it a policy to keep a jaunty angle to your cap. You may use Swagger instead
of Dapper for social interactions, when lying, cheating, and otherwise embarrassing others.

Benefit Score 6: The biggest part of swagger is the sway and you’ve mastered sway. You may sway
out of the way of a single attack equal to your Swagger Score per fight. If you sway away from an
attack, you completely negate its affects on you.

Dapper

Benefit Score 2: You may use one additional accessory (increasing your maximum to 2).

Benefit Score 6: You may use one additional accessory (increasing your maximum to 3).



Age/ Effective Maximum Score

Your age is important because it limits how effective your scores are.  The older you get the less
effective you are. You can start as any age from 10 to 101. Characters younger then 10 are not
suitable to play.

Your age limits your scores. Your score’s maximum is equal to 10 - your age/ 10 rounding down. If
you place points in your score past your score’s maximum you still receive any benefits from a high
score, but it does not make your character more likely to succeed the dice roll.

 For Example,  if you were 20 your maximum effective score is 8 (10 - 20/10 = 10 - 2 = 8). For
another example, the effective maximum for a 54 year old man is 5 (10-54/10=10-5.4 [Rounding
Down to 5] = 5)

Although the maximum of your score is determined by your age, you may still want a score at 6 to
gain a beneficial ability for a high score. If the 54 year old man man did have a high score of Class 6,
allowing him to pick up and wear again a hat that was knocked off  in a fight.  He would get that
benefit from a high class score even though the man would always have to roll 5 or under to succeed.

Characters in their teens (ie max score 9) are treated like shit (aka like kids everywhere) to make up
for potentially being absurdly competent. Its almost like they really do know better.

Armour Class (Ac)

Inevitably some ass hole will try to knock your hat off your head. Defense is how hard you are to hit.
Defense is equal to 10 - your class score. Defense is not effected by your age or effective maximum
but cannot go below 1.

Equipment

Equipment refers to two kinds of items, Hats and the various accessories that are available to go with
your hats.

Hats mostly come with unique descriptive abilities and do not affect your scores. Accessories mostly
boost your scores, which makes things much easier for the well accounted gentlemen.

 Boosted scores still cannot go over the your age limit and do not give the benefits for a high score.
You can have as many accessories as you please but you can only use one accessory at a time
before you look silly and negate their bonuses. You can increase the number of accessories you can
use at once without looking silly (and thus negating their effects) with a high dapper score.

To review

Divide 15 points amongst the four scores.

Determine Benefits

Figure out your age and effective maximum score

Determine Defense from Class score



Hats and Accessories.

Now the interesting part, Hats and accessories.  Both hats and accessories are equipment, but hats
generally give unique abilities pertaining to their design whereas Accessories generally give flat
bonuses to scores.

The hats are roughly divided into a dozen categories and their abilities, although up to the GM should
roughly match the categories description.

Hat Categories

Top Hats (Including those made in Silk, Soft Cloth or Beaver)

A classy mans or Magicians Hat. Some common Top Hat abilities include the  ability  to pull
rabbits or  other objects out of them, the ability of public speaking and to compel the truth.

Cocked Hats (Tricornes and bicornes )

A soldiers hat, Cocked Hats give ability to soldiery and navalry respectively. Some common
Cocked Hat  abilities include the ability to march for days on end, plan naval voyages,  and
intimidation.

Beaver Hats (Wellingtons, D’orsays, Capotains, Beaver hats that are not formal top hats or cocked
hats, etc)

A stylish hat. Beaver hats give a variety of abilities in exploitation, popularity, finance, mercantile
 endeavors and heat, scalding particularly.

Fedoras and soft felt hats (Fezes, Beanies and other felt hats that are not Cowboy hats)

A Fighters Hat. Fedoras give a variety of abilities in crime, smuggling, detective work and gun
fighting.

Bowler/Derby and hard felt hats (Coke, Billycoke, Bombin).

A Tough’s Hat. Bowler/Derby’s give a variety of abilities in withstanding wind, taking hit and
damage, and  ignoring damage.

Deerstalkers , tweed and woolen hats (Berets, Toques, knit caps).

A Hunter’s Hat. Deerstalkers give bonuses to perception, stealth, deduction  and knife fighting,.

Cowboy Hats (Boss of the plains, 10 gallon hats, Stetsons)

An Allweather Hat. Cowboy hats give bonuses to farming, against heat and cold and enduring the
weather,  particularly rain and floods.

Wrappings  (turbans, face coverings, Bandanas do-rags, and other wrappings).

An Exotic Hat. Wrappings give bonuses to station and respect, showing or hiding your identity.

Fascinators

A Ladies Fashion. Fascinators give bonuses to social interactions, distraction, illusion and
mesmerism.



Straw and Pith Caps (Including river hats, conical hats and Sunhats)

A Practical Cap. Straw and Pith Caps give bonuses to travel, work, painting and exploration.

Helmets (Modern , Ancient, Brodie, Tin Pot)

A Poor man's Hat. Give few bonuses but do protect from attacks from behind and above, such as
from  ambush or by artilery.

Religious Hats (Capirote, Mitre, Zucchetto, Kipa)

A Priests Hat. Occasionally magical although most give bonuses to public speaking, wisdom.
 helping the poor and conundrums and logic.

Accessory Items

Most accessories give a bonus to a clearly related activity. Canes often give a bonus to swagger,
Formal Jackets to class, Knives to swagger, and pocket watches and cuffs to Dapper.  For Items that
are less clear where they should belong, generally an item that is related to Insanity, Magic or Hat
Abilities or creation is Hattery. An item related to Formal Dress, Society or Ranged Attacks is Class.
A melee weapon, causal clothes, deceptive items are swagger. An item related to jewelry, Impressing
others or fashion is Dapper.  When in doubt use your best judgement.

The Bonuses generally come in +1 to +3  although regardless of the score, no score can be raised
over 10 and the bonus doesn’t affect the maximum score from age.

Some Example Accessories.

+Hattery    Formal Tuxedo w/ Tails, with pants or one piece and hosiery

+Class             Dress/Dinner Jacket

+Swagger.      Knifes, Brass knuckles or Boxing Gloves

+Dapper.      Broach/Cufflinks

+Hattery   Magic Wand

+Class   A Sword-Cane or Dueling Pistol

+Swagger  Patchwork Cloak or Jacket, suitable for acts of slight of hand

+Dapper   Expensive Shoes made with the best quality mateirals

+Hattery   Ancient Hatmakers Guide

+Class   Courtly Neck Tie, Cravat, Bowtie, or Kerchief

+Swagger  An Ancient Moneybag full of gold.

+Dapper   A ladies Evening Gown or Man’s Reading Jacket.



Git er Done, Gamemaster Section

So you have players, an audience, a willing tribe to go sally forth in unclaimed lands of dapper
adventure and gentlemanly hat snatching, but how do you, the Gamemaster, refere and cat herder
make it happen? Much the same in other games, when in doubt resort to the basic mechanic (ie
Make the player roll a check against a relavent skill. If they roll under their score, they success,
otherwise they fail).  There are a few things that are not the most intuitive that we’ll cover here.

How do I attack

When your attacking, you use the lowest number between the players  Swagger or Class (depending
if its a ranged or melee attack) and their opponents defense class.  If the attack succeeds (as
determined by the lowest of those two numbers) then the attack hits.

How do I damage

Unlike many other games, all injuries in this game are either cosmetic (scuffs, busted noses, bleeding
lips, bruises, etc) or fatal. The first time a player is hit in combat, they are rustled. Rustled players
suffer from cosmetic damage but still act normally. If the player is hit again, they lose their hat.

A player without a hat is considered soundly beat and cannot continue fighting. They may either stay
and try to reclaim their hat (at their opponents will in regards to that) or flee. If the defeated player
stays their opponent may decide to kill them. Ghoulish Stuff that.

A killed player is dead and you should consult an undertaker from there.

How do I recover from defeat

After being trounced, many a person has wondered this. If your not dead or fleeing, you may recover
your hat (if your opponent will let you, althought if you won’t flee and they won’t kill you its going to be
all kinds of awkward) if not your dignity.

Otherwise you’ll have to find a new hat. Being defeated doesn’t automatically give your accessories
to your foe, just your hat. If they want your accessories they’ll have to kill you.

Who goes first

Whoever makes sense.  If there is some doubt about who should go first everyone can roll swagger.
Arrange the dice from low to high and everyone acts in that order.

Modifiers?

NOPE

All that other stuff?

Try to keep it interesting, make sure all your players are contributing and when in doubt (or worst in
boredom) put in some blimey dodger after their hats. If you wanted a starting scenario, I would
suggest putting a hat that everyone would like (like say the crown of a kingdom, or a super kewl
turban that gives you the powers of genie or something) and letting it go from there.  When in doubt
steal from other sources (reading, tv, etc) and remember.

Only Schools gives a shit about Plagiarism.



Foes

So you have your players, your going to run a game, you have an idea and now you need someone
to antagonize your protagonist, foil their fin, wreck their pudding, slash their tires, mayhem to their
order, joker to their batman, etc.

You can do this in two ways, You can stat up foes just like real players or you can use My super
secret easy method of not doing any work. You all ears yet?

To make a foe,  choose two stats from the stat list (of hattery, class, swagger or dapper) that
represents your foe.  Choose how difficult a foe you want them to be (from moderate to hard to
almost possible to you cruel cruel glorious bastard) and divide 4 points + 2 for every step  from
moderate to hard, etc that you choose for your foe.) So you’ll be dividing between 6 and 12 points
amongst two stats with a maximum of 8 and am minimum of 2 of your choosing.

Once you have your two stats chosen and their numbers selected determine defense. If one of the
stats you choose was class use that to determine the defense class (just like a player so 10- class
score) otherwise use the lowest score of the two you determined.

For attacks, use Class or Swagger (for Ranged or Melee attacks respectively) if they were a chosen
stat otherwise use the high score of the two you determined.  For other tasks they can only make an
attempt if they have a stat although if they do roll normally to determine if they succeed and they do
receive the benefits for having high stats. So a foe with swagger 6 can sway and Dapper foes can
wear more equipment if you like. Give them some hats. Hours of endless fun in every batch. Here are
some I made up for you by way of example.

Moderate Foes

Ruffians - Ac 8 Mad Hatters - Ac 6

     Swagger - 4              Class      - 4
  Dapper   - 2               Hattery   - 2

Hard Foes

 Soldier - Ac 4 Gentlemen Thief - Ac 6

  Class      - 6               Swagger - 4
   Swagger - 2              Class      - 4

Almost Possible

Magician - Ac 6 Veteran Lord - Ac 5

 Hattery - 6               Class     - 5
  Class   - 4              Swagger - 6

Cruel Cruel Glorious Bastard

Dandy - Ac 2 Prince - Ac 6

 Class    - 8               Swagger - 8
  Dapper - 4              Dapper    - 4



So Some Final Advice!?

Remember, that its a game!

Remember that hats are cool!

Subsection A to Hats are cool! Remember that hats DO NOT give numeric bonuses but give cool
 and interesting abilities. This is particularly important if you have people who are hatters in your
 group. They may say something like I make a nylon head wrap that gives +10 to stealth (or +2 to
 swagger or you know, whatever). DO NOT LET THEM DO THIS. Its boring, no one wants hats to
 be boring. A nylon face covering might have the power of obscuring your identity.

Subsection B to Hats are cool! But couldn’t that hat do that anyway? To take the nylon face
 covering a step further. Wouldn’t that nylon face covering obscure your identity regardless if it
 had a power to do it. NOPE. The rest of the world acts according to the paltry things of physics,
 but hats only do what their powers say they do. You could have a balaclava that doesn’t obscure
 identity or even worst reveals your Identity. If the power says it , that’s what it does.

Subsection C to Hats are cool! What are some cool hats? Anything you can imagine and that
 works thematically. A turban that grants wishes works because lol genies and Arabian mythology.
 A ball cap would not. You could have crowns that make you king, Ball caps that let you slam out
 zingers, river caps of navigation, etc. Something that works in a simple sentence (although not
 necessarily simple in itself, why hello wishes) is best. When in doubt or out of ideas, refer to the
 categories and make a hat, or for giggles switch em up. Just keep doing your best and the fun will
 come.

Remember that players are people too!

Subsection A to Players are people too! This means that you cannot call henry a douche
 munching dongle nozer no matter how much he is acting like one. Being polite and friendly is
 important to everyone having fun, including you.

Subsection B to players are people too! But sometimes you just gotta call it like you see it you
 douche munching dongle nozer of a sad miserable person.

Remember that if your players don’t like the game, get cooler players, ones who like hats!

Good Luck , Have Fun, and Greetings from /tg/


